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                                KEZNAMDI                            

                            

                            
                                
Tap into a “feel-good” musical vibration of up and coming Reggae artist Keznamdi who has recently released his six-song EP Bridging The Gap. The first single and video from the EP release is “Weekend,” which was recently filmed in Jamaica […]
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                                YNIQ                            

                            

                            
                                
Artist & producer p/k/a “YNIQ,” (an abbreviation for his first name “Yannique”) started making music when he was 16. Starting off with freestyling over popular hip-hop instrumentals, he quickly learned how to count bars & convert his handwritten notes of […]
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                                CE’CILE                            

                            

                            
                                
International recording artist Cecile Charlton, p/k/a Ce’Cile, born in Jamaica, is the original self-imposed Bad Gyal. She is still on her mission – to seduce the world with her musical-style – one song at a time, one album at a […]
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                                URBAN MYSTIC                            

                            

                            
                                
  In 2014, music has been over-run by pop synth-vibes and auto-tuned vocals. While this is the trend today, there are still music fans that appreciate raw, sultry vocals, true instrumentation and innate spirituality in their music. In keeping with […]
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                                STEVE REASON                            

                            

                            
                                
Steve Fertil, p/k/a Steve Reason, is a multi-talented artist who started singing at the early age of 10 and began playing sax when he was 12. Born and raised in Miami, Florida, Reason was exposed to many forms of music […]
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                                RAGGA BEAR                            

                            

                            
                                
Ragga Bear, A/K/A J. Boyd, has undoubtedly redefined the music industry with his innovative, dynamic and empowering abilities to deliver music through the power of words and infectious melodies. With his clever blending of various genres of music accompanied by […]
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                                NICK BRODEUR                            

                            

                            
                                
Nicholas John Brodeur, p/k/a “Nick Brodeur” was born in 2000 and grew up in Long Island, New York. From birth, musical passion has been running through his blood. His great aunt Jackie Lee broke through in the UK, reaching the […]
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Ja’Rae Womack, p/k/a “Ja’Rae” or “J-Mack,” was born and raised in Miami, Florida. As the niece of the late legendary R&B singer Bobby Womack and the great grand-daughter of the incomparable Sam Cooke, her raw talent and their genetic imprint […]
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                Brooke Hogan Releases “Ride The WAV”            
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            Brooke Hogan – Ride The WAV l Lyric Video Listen on: Spotify | https://open.spotify.com/track/2jSxHd… Apple Music | https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/rid… SoundCloud | https://soundcloud.com/sobeentertainm… Instagram | http://instagram.com/mizzhogan Twitter | http://twitter.com/mizzhogan Song produced by: Vinny Venditto & YNiQ Written by: YNIQ, Brooke Bollea & […]
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                YNIQ – Wherever You Go ft. Satori l Official Video            
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                Nick’s Valentines Day Release “U R So Beautiful”            
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            As a special treat this week of Valentines Day, independent pop/rock artist Nick Brodeur is releasing his cover to Joe Cocker’s timeless classic “You Are So Beautiful” with a modern twist & flair. Nick released his first music video & […]
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                Nick x Joselyn – Starboy (The Weeknd Cover)            
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